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ClaimDirector Insights Authoring Features Overview
Introduction
The ClaimDirector Insights dashboard is designed to provide you with greater insight into your ClaimDirector
scoring activity, the dashboard allows you the flexibility to drill into the rules driving those scores or find claims
linked to specific rule attributes.
Available filters will vary depending on your carrier’s subscription service. There are two levels of user access:
Viewer and Author.
•
•

Viewer access is available to users with a valid ClaimSearch ID enabled to view Online Reports. Viewers
can set dashboard filters and download findings.
Authors have the added ability to customize dashboards to meet the analysis specific needs of their
organizations.
o
o
o
o

Save commonly used filter settings in pinboard copies.
Use the Answer feature to conduct new searches/calculations.
Collect and organize Answers, graphs, and tables to create new Pinboards.
Share Pinboards with the Viewers in your organization.

This guide focuses on the Author specific features.
The Author role is limited to a few members of the organzation. Note: If you do not know the designated
Authors for your organization, please contact the Verisk Customer Support Center via email at
NJSupport@iso.com, or via phone at 800-888-4476.

Accessing the ClaimDirector Insights Dashboard

The ClaimDirector Dashboard is available on the ClaimSearch website. To access the dashboard:
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1. Log onto ClaimSearch.
a. If you access ClaimSearch using Single Sign On (SSO) protocol, follow your company’s access
procedures.
b. If you access ClaimSearch through the web, go to url https://claimsearch.iso.com/ and enter
your 5 digit ClaimSearch User ID and password.
2. From the My Products section, select the ClaimSearch Insights tile.
3. ClaimSearch Insights will open in a new tab listing the available Pinboards.

Viewing a Different Pinboard
To navigate to a different pinboard while in a pinboard, there are two options:
•

Option 1 - Click the down arrow next to the page title and select the desired pinboard.

•

Option 2 - Click on Pinboards in the menu bar, which will take you to the pinboard list page.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Pinboard List Filters and Stickers
Filters on the Pinboard list allow you to limit the list to show only the pinboards of interest to you. Select the
desired filter option in the upper left-hand corner of the listing:
•
•
•

All – Displays all of the available pinboards.
Yours – Displays only the pinboards you created.
Favorites – Displays only the pinboards you flagged as favorites. To mark a pinboard as a favorite, place
your cursor over the desired pinboard title and select the star icon.

Stickers are used by the Verisk development group to organize default pinboards by product lines or subject
areas. The ClaimDirector related pinboards are labeled with the sticker ClaimSearch Insights. Use the Select
Sticker option on the ribbon to change the filter. (Note: Stickers are only applied to default pinboards and do not
transfer to a pinboard copy.)
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Saving Pinboard Filter Settings (Bookmarking)
Filter settings can be saved and reused by making a copy of an existing Pinboard. This can be particularly helpful
if our organization needs to re-access the same filters on regular basis. There is no limit to the number of filter
combinations on a copy of a pinboard. Also, there is no limit to the number of copies of a pinboard you can
create.

Copy a Pinboard
To copy a pinboard:
1. Click Pinboards, on the top navigation bar.

2. On the pinboard list page, click the pinboard you would like to copy.

3. Click the ellipsis icon

and select Make a copy.

4. Give your pinboard a new name and description, and then click Save. (Important: Include ClaimDirector
in the pinboard name to differentiate from pinboards you may have saved from other products.)

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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5. Change the filter settings and Save by clicking on Save Changes in the upper right corner

Filters Settings

The filter section is located across the top of the dashboard. Filter settings control the data used to calculate the
KPI, Visuals, and Details table. Applying filters also impacts choices available on other filters.

Changing Filters
To change a filter setting:
1. Click the (Select) down arrow on the desired filter field.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2. A list of available values will display. There is an option to Include or Exclude selected values. The
default is Include. There are also options to Select All values and Clear All values.

3. Select the desired values.
4. Click the Done button.
5. Repeat the steps for any additional filter to be applied.

Add Bulk Filters
Instead of checking each filter value, you can use the Add Values in Bulk feature to paste a copied list of values.
The values must be separated by commas, semicolons, new lines, or tabs in the bulk filter box, and may have up
to 10k values in it. When adding filter values, the system does not check that the value exists in the data. This
allows you to anticipate values that may be available in the data in the future.
To use the Add Values in Bulk feature:
1. Select the down arrow next to the desired filter in the Search bar.
2. Choose whether you want your bulk filter to Include or Exclude values.
3. Click Add values in bulk:
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4. Insert your desired values into the bulk filter box.

5. Click Done.

Changing Date-Based Filters
1. Click the (Select) down arrow on the desired date based filter field.

2. A form will open. Enter the beginging date in the first line and the ending date in the second line. Use
the mm/dd/yyyy date format. Click the down arrow next to the operator to select a different operator if
desired.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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3. Select the Done button.

Resetting Filters
To reset your filters, refresh the browser page.

Viewing Currently Applied Filter Settings
A list of currently applied filter settings is included in the Pinboard Report or at the top of the Excel sheet when
downloading in excel from Details.

Filter Descriptions
Filter Name
Claim Score
Type

Description
This filter is only available on the ClaimDirector with Predictive Analytics pinboard. This
filter is used to view claims scored based on subscription service. Options available are:
• ClaimDirector: Expert business rules-based scoring results
• ClaimDirector with Predictive Analytics: Combination of predictive analytics and expert
business rules-based scoring results

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description

Group Name

This filter defaults to your current group name followed by the group number. This is the
main group for all affiliate companies.

Company
Name

This filter defaults to your current company name followed by the company number.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description

Company
Code

This filter defaults to your current 9-digit company and office codes.

Date of Loss

Date of Loss is based on the date the loss occurred.
The selection of other date filters may impact what dates are available from the Date of
Loss Range filter.

Initial Date
Scored

The first time a claim scores is when it gets counted towards your organization’s scoring
volume. A claim’s Initial Scored Date will never change. Use the Initial Scored Date Filter to
monitor the volume of unique claims your organization has scored.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description

Latest Date
Scored

This date represents the most recent date a claim was scored. A claim can be scored
throughout the life of the claim when new information is added to the claim. The Last Date
Scored may change.

Latest Date
Triaged

The date when the last time the SIU triage status was changed on the claim.

ISO File
Number

The unique number assigned by VERISK ANALYTICS to a claim submitted to ClaimSearch.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description
The Claim Number assigned by the carrier.
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Description
The score range for the last time the claim was scored. Range increments are dependent
on the Score Type filter setting.
• ClaimDirector (Expert business rules-based scoring): Claims are grouped into 100-point
increments

• ClaimDirector with Predictive Analytics: Claims are grouped into 10-point increments

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description
The score ranges for ClaimDirector expert business rules-based scoring are broken into the
following segments:
•
•
•

Low: Claim Scores ranging from 0 to 100
Medium: Claim Scores ranging from 101 to 649
High: Claim Scores ranging from 650 to 999

The score ranges for ClaimDirector with Predictive Analytics are broken into the following
segments:
•
•

•

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Medium: Claim Scores ranging from 11 to 66
High: Claim Scores ranging from 67 to 100
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Description

ClaimDirector
Line of
Business

ClaimDirector Line of Business option lists all the lines of business that have scored claims
for your organization.

Policy Type

Policy Type for the claim.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auto Physical Damage (APD)
Commercial Auto Liability (CAL)
General Liability (GL)
Homeowners (HO)
Personal Auto Combined (PAC)
Personal Auto Liability (PAL)
Workers Compensation (WC)
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Description

Coverage
Type

Coverage type for the Claim.

Combined
Coverage
Type

All coverage types for the Claim.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description

Loss Type

Loss type for the claim.

Combined
Loss Type

All loss types for the claim.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description

Location of
Loss State

The state where the claim loss occurred.

Display Only
Valid States

When this setting is selected, only valid U.S states, territories, and Canadian provinces will
be shown.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description

Rule Number

Rules identified using Predictive Analytics are denoted with the letter P next to the Reason
Code Number. Expert Business Rules are denoted with the letter R next to the Rule
Number.

Rule
Description

Rule Description contains options to filter based on descriptions including rule numbers.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description
Rules have been grouped into categories based on subject areas for analysis purposes.
Possible categories include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advisory Rules
Auto Fire Rules
Auto Theft Rules
Combo Rule
Coverage Rules
Hidden Rules
Injury Rules
NICB Rules
Not Assigned
Predictive Analytics (Only Available in ClaimDirector with Predictive Analytics)
Prev. SIU Rules
Property Fire Rules
Property Theft Rules
Questionable Loss Scenarios
SSN Rules
VIN Rules
Weather Rules

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description
The most recent triage status. Possible Triage Statuses include:

•
•
•
•

New (indicates a claim has not been triaged)
Accepted
Hold
Rejected

The most recent disposition status. Possible Disposition Statuses include:
•
•
•
•
•

None (indicates a claim has not been dispositioned)
Denied
Mitigated
Settled
Withdrawn

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description

Latest Triage
Comment

The comment entered by the reviewer when changing the SIU Triage Status.

Latest Triage
User Name

The name of the of the user that last changed the SIU Triage Status.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Renaming Pinboards and Editing Details
1. Select the pencil icon next to the pinboard title. (Note: The Edit feature is only available on a copied
pinboard or one you created.)

2. In the Edit pinboard details window, change the pinboard name and update the description to
summarize the purpose of the pinboard.

3. Select the Save button.

Delete a Pinboard
4. Click Pinboards, on the top navigation bar. (Note: This function only works with user created Pinboards.)

5. On the pinboard list page, click the pinboard you would like to delete.

6. Click the ellipsis icon

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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7. A confirmation message will appear. Click Delete.

Creating Custom Searches
Authors have the capability to conduct custom searches. The results (Answers) can be saved on new pinboards
that can be for Viewer to use. To create an effective search, it is important to first understand the data set being
analyzed. That means understanding the data record structure and the dashboard data sources (worksheets).

ClaimDirector Data Record Structure
In the ClaimDirector table, a single ISO File Number will be listed on multiple rows based on the number of rules
applied to the claim. For example, this single claim with three rules is presented in the ClaimDirector data
source as three rows (one row for every rule applied to the ISO File Number). Note, some columns have been
removed for demonstration purposes.
ISO File
Number

Claim
Number

ClaimDirector
Line of
Business
Auto Physical
Damage (APD)

9T005493XYZ

210087XYZ

9T005493XYZ

210087XYZ

Auto Physical
Damage (APD)

9T005493XYZ

210087XYZ

Auto Physical
Damage (APD)

Policy
Type

Coverage
Type

Loss Type

Personal
Auto
(PAPP)
Personal
Auto
(PAPP)

Other
Auto

Other
Auto

Other
Auto

Personal
Auto
(PAPP)

Other
Auto

Date of
Loss

Location
of Loss
State
3/2/2021 TN

Initial
Latest Date
Date
Scored
Scored
2/4/2021 3/5/2021

Initial
Score

Latest
Score

Rule Description

Rule
Level

Rule
Category

10

90

( 9P ) This loss occurred
between 8PM and 4AM.

Predictive
Analytics

Other
Auto

3/2/2021 TN

2/4/2021 3/5/2021

10

90

Other
Auto

3/2/2021 TN

2/4/2021 3/5/2021

10

90

( 52R ) The insured
driver's last name is
different than the
insured's last name
( 8P ) This loss occurred
X day from the original
policy inception date
{Date}.

Claim
Level
Rule
Claim
Level
Rule
Claim
Level
Rule

Predictive
Analytics

Not
Assigned

The number of rows per ISO file number is dependent on the number of rules applied to that ISO File Number.
Based on this structure, the keywords used are dependent on the questions being asked.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Data Source – Worksheets
The data source for each dashboard is a worksheet. There are two separate worksheets for ClaimDirector:
•
•

ClaimDirector Insights Worksheet – Expert Business Rules Based Scoring
ClaimDirector with Predictive Analytics – Predictive Analytics Based Scoring

(Note: The list of availble worksheets is dependent on your access and product subscriptions.)

Worksheets are flat tables created by joining columns from a set of one or more tables or imported datasets.
These worksheets are created to make it easier to define searches and incorporate pre-calculated fields to
identify commonly used metrics.
For example, ClaimDirector worksheets include the following pre-calculated columns:

This is a complete list of available worksheet columns. Refer to the appendix for field definitions.
•
•
•
•
•

Change in Score
Claim Number
Claim Score Type
ClaimDirector Line of
Business
ClaimSearch Indicator

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.

•
•
•
•
•

Combined Coverage
Type
Combined Loss Type
Company Code
Company Name
Coverage Type

•
•
•

Date of Loss
Days between date of
loss and initial date
scored
Days between Initial
and Latest Score
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•

Days between Initial
Score Date and Initial
Triage Date
Days between Latest
and Initial Triage
Days between Loss
Date and Received Date
Display Only Valid
States
Group Code
Group Name
Initial Date Scored
Initial Score
Initial Triage Comment
Initial Triage Date
Initial Triage Status
Initial Triage User Name

January 25, 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO File Number
Latest Date Scored
Latest Date Triaged
Latest Disposition
Status
Latest Score
Latest Score Range
Latest Triage Comment
Latest Triage Status
Latest Triage User
Name
Location of Loss City
Location of Loss State
Loss Type
Number of Rules
Triggered

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of Times
Scored
Office Code
Policy Type
Report Source
Description
Rule Category
Rule Description
Rule Level
Rule Number
Rule Weight
Score on Initial Triage
Date
Score on Latest Triage
Date
Submission Type
Triaged Claim

Search Tab
The Search tab is where you can define your own searches. Answers to these searches can be saved and used to
create your own Pinboards.
The search bar is designed to make it easy for you to identify your search terms.
The search bar shows boxes around each search phrase, so you can easily see where it begins and ends. Your
search phrases still appear as text when you are typing, but whenever you click out of the search bar, they are
boxed. Measures are green, attributes are blue, and filters are gray. Items in red indicate a syntax error.

An Answer is the result of a single search. You can save an answer you want to work more on later, or just keep
it for your personal use. You can also share an Answer with other Author users. The Answers tab is where you
can view and edit your saved search results.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Keywords
In addition to column names, values, and filters, the search bar also accepts keywords. A complete list of
Keywords is posted on the Author Overview pinboard. Keywords serve a variety of predefined purposes and are
divided into different groups. The groups are as follows:

•

Basic keywords
You can use keywords such as top and bottom to, for example, only see results for the best or worst
performing sales rep.

•

Date keywords
Date keywords give you the freedom to narrow your search by days, weeks, months, quarters, or years.
There are also a number of date related keywords such as after, before, and year-over-year. Use the
new date keywords to describe dates in the future.

•

Time keywords
Time keywords are most useful when trying to figure out how many visitors you’ve received within the
last minutes or hours.

•

Text keywords
You can use text keywords to find similar words or phrases that contain a certain word. For example,
product name contains green.

•

Number keywords
These keywords allow you to define your search by sum, average, count, max, min, and other
accumulations.

•

Comparative keywords
Filter keywords work in the same way as filters on table columns or chart axes.

•

Location keywords
The keywords near and farther than allow you to search with spatial filters on your geo type columns
with latitude/longitude data. This lets you focus your search based on distance and locations. You can
specify a specific radius using miles, kilometers, or meters.

Commonly used keywords for ClaimDirector data include:
•

Unique Count – Generally used to determine how many ISO File Numbers were scored. Remember, one
ISO File Number can have multiple rows depending on the number of rules applied to that ISO File
Number.

•

Between – Used to filter based on date ranges. For example: Loss Dates between 01/01/2021 and
04/01/2021.

•

Contains - Used to find a value in a particular column. For example: Loss Type contains theft.

•

Daily - Used after a date column so that in your results the date will show in daily format. For example:
Date of Loss Daily

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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•

Last n days – Used to quickly search a specific number of days back in the data based on selection of
desired date column.

•

Last n months – Used to quickly search a specfic number of months back, using the first day of the
month, based on selection of the desired date column.

A complete list of keywords is posted on in the Pinboard tab, in the Pinboard titled Author Overview.

Once in the pinboard, click on the link for Keyword References and the complete list of Keywords will open in a
new tab.

Starting a New Search
To start a new search:

1. Click Overview on the top navigation bar.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2. Click on the “Search your data” bar at the top of this page

3. Click the Data button, to the left of the search field.

4. Choose your sources by clicking Choose Sources.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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5. Select your sources and click CLOSE.

6. Type in field names in the Search bar or click on the down arrow next to the selected data source to see
all columns.
a. The columns listed in the left panel are grouped together by data sources for discoverability and
ease of access. You can also add multiple columns by clicking each column to select it, and then
clicking + Add Columns.
b. Selected columns are denoted with a green check.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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7. To add a calculation, type in the Key Word operator and select the column to apply the operator to. For
example: type Unique Count then type ISO File Number. (Note: A complete listing of Key Word
Operators is available in the Pinboard titled Author Overview).

8. To sort columns, type Sort in the Search bar and select the column to sort.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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9. To see the logic behind the search bar, click on the Query Details button on the right-hand side of the
window. This summary includes a link to view the underlying SQL statements.

Your search is given an automatic title based on your search columns, and is displayed as either a table or chart,
depending on how it is best represented. You can change the view to fit your needs and save findings by adding
them to your own Pinboards.

Working with Charts
Your search needs at least one attribute and one measure to be presented as a chart. When you choose to
display your answer as a chart, Insights will assign it the best fit chart type.

©2022 Verisk Analytics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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You can choose from a large number of chart types. Each chart type provides you with a different visualization
for your answer. You can also adjust the axes, labels, and view of the chart. If a chart is grayed out, your selected
data set will not work for that chart.

Change a Chart Type
To change the chart type of your answer:
1. Click the Change visualization icon
to get a palette of chart types you can choose from (scroll
down to see more.)
2. Click 'change visualization' to choose a different chart type.
3. Click a different chart or visualization type.

Change X and Y Axis
You can specify which fields to show on the X axis and Y axis of a chart. When you first run a search, some
measures or attributes may not be visualized. You can add them to the other measures or attributes on the axis
of a chart by dragging these columns from the not visualized section in the chart configuration panel to the
correct axis.
You can also drop attributes and measures to the not visualized section. This removes them from the
visualization, but not from your search.
To drag and drop columns to the correct axis, or to the slice with color section, follow these steps:

1. Click the chart configuration icon
on the top right.
2. Drag and drop a measure or attribute from the not visualized section to the correct axis, or from an axis
to the not visualized section. Or, drag an attribute to the slice with color section.

Configure Data Labels
1.
2.
3.
4.

While viewing your search or answer as a chart, click the chart configuration
icon on the top right.
Click on the measure you want to add labels to.
Select a measure.
Check the data labels box. You can specify a category, like number, percentage, or currency. Otherwise,
Insights will automatically pick the best category for your data.
5. Specify a label category. When you specify a category, you can also specify units. For example, select
none to see your data down to two decimal points, or select millions to see labels rounded to the
millions. You can also specify the number of decimal places.

User Created Pinboards
Answers are your search results. Pinboards act like live dashboards. They are collections of your Answers, which
may include related charts, tables, and a headline. You can leverage these Pinboard to create your own
dashboard to store frequently used charts and criteria. User Created Pinboards may be shared with all users
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within your organization. User Created Answers can only be shared with someone in your organization with the
same level of access. (Note: If you do not have access to this tab, please contact the Verisk Customer Support
Center via email at NJSupport@iso.com, or via phone at 800-888-4476.)

Create a New User Pinboard
1. In the Search tab, on the answer chart and/or table, click on the pin icon
corner of the answer chart and/or table.

in the upper right-hand

a. You may also save answers from other pinboards by clicking on the ellipsis icon
the upper right-hand corner of the answer then selecting pin.

in

2. You can add this chart and/or table to an existing user created pinboard if you have any, by clicking the
name of that pinboard and clicking Done. This list will only show pinboards on which you are allowed to
save.
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3. Or you can create a new pinboard to save this to by clicking Create Pinboard.

4. Enter the new pinboard name and click Add.

5. Click Done.
6. Click Pinboards, on the top navigation bar and select the newly created Pinboard.

Create a New User Answer
1. In the Search tab, on the answer chart and/or table, click on the ellipsis icon
hand corner of the answer chart and/or table.
2. From the menu, click on Save from the list that appears.
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3. This will bring up the Save Answer, enter the name of your answer in the Name field

4. If you would like, you can also enter a Description for this answer.

5. Click Save.
6. Click Answers, on the top navigation bar and select the newly created Answer.

Sharing Answers & Pinboards
When working in Insights, you are in your own private environment until you share your work with others within
your organization. Sharing applies to Answers and Pinboards. You may share Pinboards with anyone in your
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organization, however, Answers may only be shared with users within your organization that have the Author
level access.
You share by clicking the Share button from within the object you want to share and specifying the users or
groups with whom you want to share. An email notification goes out to those users or groups when you
click Share.
Finally, you can revoke access to an object that you have previously shared. Unsharring an object is very similar
to sharing it.

How to Share
1. While on a saved Answer and/or Pinboard, click the sharing icon
located at the top of the
Pinboard (if you want to share the entire Pinboard) or in the upper right-hand corner of an object (if you
only want to share that object.)
2. After you click the Share icon, the sharing dialog box appears.

3. Enter users or groups with whom you want to share this object in the text box.

4. Configure the level of access by selecting from the drop-down list. You can select:
• Can View to provide read-only access, they can only view the shared object. The user can still create
their own copy of the shared answer or pinboard
• Can Edit to allow modification. Enables renaming or deleting the shared object. If a user with edit
privileges modifies a shared object, the object saves their changes.
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If the selected group or user does not have access to the underlying data, you must enable access to the
worksheet, view, or table. A yellow warning symbol

appears.

5. You can send an email notification and an optional message:

6. Click Share.

Stop Sharing
1. To stop sharing with a user or group, click the x icon

.

2. The user will be removed from the list.
3. Click Share.
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Customer Service
We hope you find this guide useful and we look forward to hearing your feedback. If you have any questions or
comments, please contact the Verisk Customer Support Center via email at NJSupport@iso.com, via phone at
800-888-4476, or through the Customer Service Live Chat feature located on the ClaimSearch title bar.
Additional ClaimDirector training resources are available from the My Learning Center tile on the ClaimSearch
My Products landing page.
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Appendix
Glossary of Terms – Viewer and Author
Terminology

Description

Details Table

Contains the detailed records pertaining to your organization’s scored claims.

Filter

This is a column value that allows a user to focus into certain sets of data.

Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)

Statistics designed to provide quick information related to operational practices and
scoring impact.

Pinboard

This is a collection of related Answers, or search results, that appear as tables or
visualizations.

Pinboard Report

An export of the entire pinboard, in PDF format.

Pinboard Tab

This tab shows you all of the pinboards available to you.

Visuals

Graphic representations of score ranges, top 10 rules triggered, triage activity and claim
scoring volume by state.

Glossary of Terms – Author Only
Terminology

Description

Answer

An Answer is the result of a search the user saves in the form of a visualization, such as
a table or a chart.

Answers Tab

This tab shows you all of the saved Answers available to you.

Data Tab

This tab lists all of the tables and data sources available to you.

Saving Filter Settings
(Bookmarking)

Creating a copy of a pinboard in order to save your filter settings. It is recommended to
include ClaimDirector in the pinboard name to differentiate from pinboards you may
have saved from other products.

Search Tab

This tab allows the user to query the data per the specific business need.
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Terminology
Worksheet

Description
Worksheets are flat tables created by joining columns from a set of one or more tables
or imported datasets. These worksheets are created to make it easier to define
searches and contain some pre-calculated fields to identify commonly used metrics.

Column Definitions
Column Name

CD Detail Table

Worksheet

Definition

(R-Rules Based, P-Predictive)

Change in Score
Claim Number

R, P

Claim Score Type

ClaimDirector
Line of Business

R, P

ClaimSearch
Indicator

R, P

Percentage of change between Initial Score and Latest Score

R, P

Unique identifier for an incident reported to an insurance carrier

R, P

Indicates which type of claim scoring you are viewing:
• ClaimDirector: Expert business rule-based scoring
• ClaimDirector with Predictive Analytics: Combination of
predictive analytics in combination with expert business
rules to score claims.

R, P

General classification of business for the specific claim.
• Auto Physical Damage (APD)
• Commercial Auto Liability (CAL)
• General Liability (GL)
• Homeowners (HO)
• Personal Auto Combined (PAC)
• Personal Auto Liability (PAL)
• Worker Compensation (WC)

R, P

Score ranges indicating potential fraud.
The score ranges for ClaimDirector expert business rules-based
scoring are broken into the following segments:
• Low: Claim Scores ranging from 0 to 100
• Medium: Claim Scores ranging from 101 to 649
• High: Claim Scores ranging from 650 to 999
The score ranges for ClaimDirector with Predictive Analytics are
broken into the following segments:
• Low: Claim Scores ranging from 0 to 10
• Medium: Claim Scores ranging from 11 to 66
• High: Claim Scores ranging from 67 to 100

Combined
Coverage Type

R, P

R, P

All Coverage Types applicable to the claim.

Combined Loss
Type

R, P

R, P

All Loss Types applicable to the claim.
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Worksheet

Definition

(R-Rules Based, P-Predictive)

Company Code

R, P

R, P

Code identifying the Company and Office. First four digits indicate
company and last five digits indicate office.
This will be limited to only your company and related office codes.

Company Name

R, P

R, P

Full name for the company, followed by the Company Code.
This will be limited to only your company.

Coverage Type

R, P

R, P

The individual coverage types that are applicable to the claim.

Date of Loss

R, P

R, P

Date on which the loss occurred.

Days between
date of loss and
initial date
scored

R, P

Number of days between the date on which the loss occurred and
the date on which the claim was first scored within ClaimDirector.

Days between
Initial and Latest
Score

R, P

Number of days between the date on which the claim was first
scored within ClaimDirector and the most recent date on which
the claim was scored within ClaimDirector

Days between
Initial Score Date
and Initial Triage
Date

R, P

Number of days between the date on which the claim was first
scored within ClaimDirector and the date on which the claim was
first Triaged

Days between
Latest and Initial
Triage

R, P

Number of days between the date on which the claim was first
Triaged and the date on which the claim was most recently Triaged

Days between
Loss Date and
Received Date

R, P

Number of days between the date on which the loss occurred and
the date on which the claim was received by Verisk Analytics.

Display Only
Valid States

R, P

Option to show only valid U.S states, territories, and Canadian
provinces.

Group Code

R, P

Code identifying the Group.
This will be limited to only your group.

Group Name

R, P

R, P

Full name for the group, followed by the Group Code.
This will be limited to only your group.
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Worksheet

Definition

(R-Rules Based, P-Predictive)

Initial Date
Scored

R, P

R, P

Date on which the claim was first scored within ClaimDirector

Initial Score

R, P

R, P

First score from ClaimDirector on a given claim

Initial Triage
Comment

R, P

R, P

Comment added by Triage User when first Triaged

Initial Triage
Date

R, P

First date a claim was triaged

Initial Triage
Status

R, P

Status selected when the claim was first Triaged

Initial Triage
User Name

R, P

Name of user that performed the first Triage on a claim

ISO File Number

R, P

R, P

Unique identifier generated by Verisk Analytics for a claim

Latest Date
Scored

R, P

R, P

Most recent score from ClaimDirector on a given claim

Latest Date
Triaged

R, P

R, P

Most recent date a claim was triaged

Latest
Disposition
Status

R, P

R, P

The most recent disposition on a claim

Latest Score

R, P

R, P

Most recent score from ClaimDirector on a given claim

R, P

Score ranges based on most recent score from ClaimDirector

Latest Score
Range
Latest Triage
Comment

R, P

R, P

Comment added by Triage User when most recently Triaged

Latest Triage
Status

R, P

R, P

Status selected when the claim was most recently Triaged

Latest Triage
User Name

R, P

R, P

Name of user that performed the most recent Triage on a claim

R, P

City where the loss occurred

Location of Loss
City
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Worksheet

Definition

(R-Rules Based, P-Predictive)

R, P

State where the loss occurred

Loss Type

R, P

The individual loss types that are applicable to the claim.

Number of Rules
Triggered

R, P

Number of rules that have triggered on a particular claim

Number of
Times Scored

R, P

Number of times a particular claim has been scored by
ClaimDirector

R, P

Code identifying the Office.

Location of Loss
State

Office Code

R, P

R, P

This will be limited to only your company and related office codes.
Policy Type

R, P

Report Source
Description

R, P

Type of Policy for this claim

R, P

The description of the source where the report was received

Rule Category

R, P

R, P

The category of the rule

Rule Description

R, P

R, P

The full description of the rule

R, P

The level of the rule. Expert Business Rules scoring can have Claim
Level and Involved Party Level rules. Predictive Analytics scoring is
at the Claim Level.

R, P

The number identifier for a rule

Rule Weight

R, P

The associated weight for a rule

Score on Initial
Triage Date

R, P

The score at the time of the initial triage

Score on Latest
Triage Date

R, P

The score at the time of the most recent triage

Submission Type

R, P

Type of claim submission
• Initial
• Replacement
• Other

Triaged Claim

R, P

Indicates with a Y or N if a claim has been triaged

Rule Level

Rule Number

Visual Match
Report

R, P

R, P
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